Propagation tips and tricks for success
Below are the key points to successful propagation for the home
gardener, the methods below will successfully propagate a wide range of
common garden plants.
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river sand

coir peat
Ensure mix is nice and wet when putting in the cuttings
No need to add fertiliser
Use small pots relevant to the size of the cutting/seed
50o/o

Before you staft

o

Research the plant you want

to multiply to find the easiest method

Seeds

o Use fresh seeds or packets that aren't out of date
. Only cover seed with mixture as deep as the seed itself
. Water with a very fine spay
. Do not disturb until seedling has at least 4 leaves
. Remember not all seedlings are true to the parent plant
Cuttings

. Use clean sharp secateurs
. Wash pot with some hot soapy water
. Use cuttings that are fresh and not wilted
o Prop€tgate early morning or late afternoon
. Cut under the node
. Use a dibbler to make a hole for cutting
o Keep in a shaded area
. Water well daily until struck
o Fertilise with liquid fertiliser once actively growing.
Division
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Water well and dig up clump of plants to be divided
Cut off excess roots and gently pull apaft into plantlets
Fill a suitable clean pot with Ll3 at mixture, add plant and gradually
add mix around the plant firming the mix as you go.
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Keep moist for 2 weeks and start liquid feeding a 2 weekly
interuals,

Bulbs
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Buy a suitable bulb potting mix, (the propagating mix recipe above
will stay too wet for bulbs)
Research your bulb and find out if they need pre chilling in the
bottom of the fridge,
(follow the packet instructions) or if none plant bulb with tip just out
of the soil
Water well when planting but be reserved with your watering until
you see the bulb stafting to shoot.
Once the bulb has started to shoot, commence with fertiliser.

Spores
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Mainly ferns and mushrooms have spores; they are like fine brown
dust on the underside of the plant leaves or mushroom cap.
Growing plants from spores taking patience and care as they take a
long time.
Harvest leaf with spore and store in an envelope or paper bag until
the brown spore falls to the bottom
Make a flat bed of propagation mix in a tray and sprinkle spore on
the top, mist with a sprayer twice a day until you see fine green
dots on the top of the tray which will gradually grow into ferns in
about 2-3 months.
During this entire time your tray needs to be kept moist but not
sog9y.
When small ferns reach 3 cm they can be transferred into small
pots.
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hope this information has been helpful, should you have any questions
about gardening or plants don't hesitate to contact me
Happy gardening Wendy
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